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ABSTRACT Conformational ﬂexibility is essential to the functional behavior of proteins. We use an effective force constant
introduced by Zaccai, the resilience, to quantify this ﬂexibility. Site-selective experimental and computational methods allow us
to determine the resilience of heme protein active sites. The vibrational density of states of the heme Fe determined using
nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy provides a direct experimental measure of the resilience of the Fe environment,
which we compare quantitatively with values derived from the temperature dependence of atomic mean-squared displacements
in molecular dynamics simulations. Vibrational normal modes in the THz frequency range dominate the resilience. Both
experimental and computational methods ﬁnd a higher resilience for cytochrome c than for myoglobin, which we attribute to the
increased number of covalent links to the peptide in the former protein. For myoglobin, the resilience of the iron environment is
larger than the average resilience previously determined for hydrogen sites using neutron scattering. Experimental results
suggest a slightly reduced resilience for cytochrome c upon oxidation, although the change is smaller than reported in previous
Mo¨ssbauer investigations on a bacterial cytochrome c, and is not reproduced by the simulations. Oxidation state also has no
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the compressibility calculated for cyt c, although a slightly larger compressibility is predicted for
myoglobin.
INTRODUCTION
Many biological functions of biomolecules rely on their
dynamical characteristics (1). Quantitative measurements of
atomic mean-squared displacements (MSD) provide an im-
portant experimental probe of dynamics. Temperature-de-
pendent MSD measurements on proteins reveal a nearly
linear dependence at low temperatures, followed by an abrupt
increase above 200 K (1–6). The linear dependence is con-
sistent with quasiharmonic vibrational motions about local
minima on the energy surface, while thermally activated
transitions among these minima are proposed to account for
the abrupt increase above 200 K. Some protein reactions,
such as geminate CO rebinding to myoglobin (Mb) (7) and
electrostatic relaxation in the green ﬂuorescent protein (8),
can proceed below 200 K. However, processes such as CO
escape from the interior of Mb (7) and some (9), but not all
(10), enzymatic reactions apparently require the activation of
protein-speciﬁc dynamics above the 200 K dynamical tran-
sition. Dehydration suppresses the transition, and simulations
and correlation with solvent dielectric properties suggests
that the protein dynamics are coupled with solvent ﬂuctua-
tions (11,12).
Although some aspects of protein dynamical behavior are
likely to be generic, comparison of different proteins might
reveal dynamical variations relevant to differences in func-
tional behavior. In fact, reactivity may depend crucially upon
local dynamical and mechanical properties of a protein active
site (13). The means by which the static structure inﬂuences
local reactivity are heavily investigated, but the structural
dynamics are likely to be equally crucial.
Two simple heme proteins that have served as models for
the interplay of protein structure, function, and dynamics are
Mb, which stores and transports oxygen by reversibly bind-
ing and releasing molecular oxygen from the heme Fe (14),
and cytochrome c (cyt c), which facilitates an essential step in
oxidative phosphorylation by transporting electrons to cyt c
oxidase (15) (Fig. 1). While each heme is covalently linked to
the protein backbone through a bond between the heme Fe
and the imidazole Ne of a histidine side chain, cyt c has three
additional links to the protein. Methionine sulfur forms a
second bond to the heme Fe, and two cysteine residues form
thioether links to the vinyl groups at the periphery of the
heme group. It is likely that these structural differences in-
ﬂuence both the reactivity and the mechanical properties of
the heme environment.
The effect of the oxidation state of the Fe on protein
structure, dynamics, and reactivity has been heavily investi-
gated for cyt c. Although structural differences between oxi-
dized and reduced cyt c are small, both in the crystal (16,17)
and in solution (18,19), the native state of the oxidized protein
is less stable. The oxidation state inﬂuences hydrodynamic,
thermodynamic, and spectroscopic properties, as well as ion
binding and chemical reactivity ((20) and references therein).
The Fe-S(Met-80) bond is shorter in the reduced form (21) and
less easily displaced by exogenous ligands (20).
Recent measurements yield varying results regarding the
inﬂuence of oxidation state on the vibrational dynamics of cyt
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c. Mo¨ssbauer measurements on a bacterial cyt c suggest an
increased Fe MSD upon oxidation (22), and THz measure-
ments reveal increased absorption in the oxidized state (23).
On the other hand, methyl C-D vibrations of the Met-80
ligand provide no indication that Fe oxidation affects the
vibrational dynamics of the active site (24).
Here, we report experiments and simulations that explore the
inﬂuence of protein structure on the dynamics of the heme Fe
for reduced and oxidized cyt c and for deoxygenated Mb (de-
oxyMb).TheFe-weightedvibrational density of states (VDOS)
derived from nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy
(NRVS) (25,26) quantitatively predicts a temperature-depen-
dent vibrational contribution to the Fe MSD. Molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations track the vibrationalMSDbelow200
K. Together, these results provide direct evidence that vibra-
tional motion dominates the dynamics of the Fe at low tem-
perature, and suggest activation of additionalmotions on longer
timescales above 200 K. Moreover, frequencies below 100
cm1 dominate the vibrational MSD of the Fe, with a prom-
inent contribution from translational motion of the heme core.
The limiting slope of the vibrational MSD determines an
effective force constant, the resilience (6), which facilitates
comparison among the different methods and different pro-
teins. Both simulations and experiments reported here reveal
a higher resilience for the Fe environment in cyt c than inMb,
which we attribute to the additional covalent bonds between
the heme and the protein, and also indicate a higher resilience
for the Fe environment than the average resilience of hy-
drogen sites, previously determined from neutron scattering
measurements on Mb (6,27). Although our experimental
results indicate a slight reduction in the resilience of cyt c in
the oxidized state, it is signiﬁcantly smaller than that sug-
gested by Mo¨ssbauer measurements on a bacterial cyt c (22),
and is not reproduced in the simulations. Similarly, the Fe
VDOS of oxidized and reduced cyt c are indistinguishable in
the 20–100 cm1 frequency region, although both are sig-
niﬁcantly reduced in comparison with deoxyMb.
ATOMIC FLUCTUATIONS AND
MOLECULAR RESILIENCE
Chemical and biological reactions depend on the motions of
the constituent atoms. At short times or low temperatures,
this motion consists of oscillations about well-deﬁned equi-
librium positions, with amplitudes that ﬂuctuate because of
interactions with a thermal bath. Occasionally, the magnitude
of these thermal ﬂuctuations is sufﬁcient to carry the system
across an energy barrier to a new local minimum on the en-
ergy surface. The timescales for the latter activated processes
depend strongly both on the temperature and on the shape of
the energy surface.
Measurements of the MSD Æx2j æ of atom j from its equi-
librium position provide an experimental means of charac-
terizing atomic motion on this energy surface. The signal
observed in many experiments results from averaging a phase
factor eik
~r~j over a distribution of atomic displacements r~j
from their equilibrium positions. When these displacements
are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, the experimental
signal is proportional to a factor
f ¼ jÆeik~r~j ætj2 ¼ exp k2Æx2j æt
h i
; (1)
that depends exponentially on the MSD.
The angle brackets Æ    æt represent an average over an
ensemble of molecules, while the subscript acknowledges the
additional implicit averaging of the MSD over a ﬁnite time-
scale t that takes place in many measurements and in cal-
culations. Computationally, this timescale is determined by
the ﬁnite length of a simulation. Experimentally, the energy
resolution determines t through the uncertainty principle.
This Gaussian approximation holds for a variety of simple
cases such as simple Brownian diffusion or harmonic vi-
brations.
The MSD-dependent factor in Eq. 1 is often viewed as an
experimental limitation. X-ray crystallographers know it as
the Debye-Waller factor (28), which reduces the measured
intensity at large values of the scattering vector k~ and thus
limits achievable spatial resolution (29). Mo¨ssbauer spec-
troscopists recognize it as the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor or
recoilless fraction, which determines the spectral area. In-
creasing motion of the Mo¨ssbauer nucleus at high tem-
peratures eventually reduces the Mo¨ssbauer signal to
unobservable levels (30–33).
On the other hand, Eq. 1 supplements static information
about atomic (equilibrium) positions with dynamical infor-
mation about atomic ﬂuctuations. This dynamical informa-
tion can be obtained more directly by measuring inelastic
scattering of neutrons (34,35) or x-rays (36,37) from solu-
tions, which eliminates contributions from static lattice dis-
FIGURE 1 Structural comparison of cyt c (left) with deoxyMb (right). In
both proteins, a histidine (His-18 in cyt c and His-93 in Mb) binds to the
heme Fe. In cyt c, a bond from Met-80 to the Fe and thioether bridges from
Cys-14 and Cys-17 to the vinyl groups forms additional covalent links
between heme and polypeptide. Structural depictions are based on coordi-
nates deposited in the Protein Data Bank with access codes 1HRC (63) and
1BZR (67).
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order so that the MSD is determined purely by dynamics.
However, the dynamical information is averaged over all
atoms that have signiﬁcant scattering amplitudes.
Careful measurements of nuclear resonance absorption
reveal dynamical information speciﬁc to a particular isotope.
Conventional Mo¨ssbauer measurements yield a recoilless
fraction that takes the form of Eq. 1 (32,33), where the res-
onance energy E0 determines the magnitude k¼ E0/Zc of the
wave vector of the absorbed photon, while NRVS measure-
ments over a wider energy range reveal the complete spec-
trum of Fe vibrations that contribute to the MSD (25,26).
TheMSD depends strongly on temperature, and Zaccai (6)
has introduced the concept of a resilience
kr ¼ kB
dÆx2j æ=dT
; (2)
having dimensions of a force constant, to describe the
temperature dependence of atomic ﬂuctuations. The resil-
ience provides a compact description of atomic ﬂuctuations
when the temperature variation of the MSD is nearly linear.
Examples of situations where this occurs are when the MSD
is dominated by harmonic ﬂuctuations in the classical (high
temperature) limit or by classical diffusion in the presence of
temperature-independent friction. Zaccai has described the
well-known transition in the dynamical behavior of proteins
near 200 K (3,5,38) as a decrease (by approximately an order
of magnitude for myoglobin) in the resilience of the protein
atoms as they transform from quasiharmonic vibrations
around potential minima at low temperatures to quasidiffu-
sive hopping among minima at high temperature (6).
To avoid possible confusion, we note that the resilience as
deﬁned by Eq. 1 is a factor of 3 larger than that given by
Zaccai (6), corresponding to an average (rather than a sum)
over the direction of motion. We further emphasize that this
concept has no direct relation to the modulus of resilience
deﬁned in engineering practice as an integral of the elastic
region of the stress-strain curve (39).
The following section demonstrates that the resilience of a
probe atom j takes a particularly simple form for a harmonic
system, determined by the VDOS. NRVS measurements at a
single temperature yield the VDOS for 57Fe, and therefore the
resilience of the Fe environment. In contrast, previous de-
terminations of the resilience (6,35) required systematic
measurements of the MSD at a series of temperatures and
represent an average over many molecular sites.
HARMONIC APPROXIMATION
Introduction of the harmonic approximation enables
straightforward extrapolation of the vibrational properties
determined at a single temperature to determine the MSD as a
function of temperature. In general, linear transformation
coefﬁcients e~ja relate the Cartesian displacement
r~j ¼ +
a
e~jaQa=m
1=2
j (3)
of atom j, with mass mj, from its equilibrium position to a set
of mass weighted normal coordinatesQa (26). In the harmonic
approximation, variations of the molecular energy higher than
quadratic in the atomic displacements are neglected, and the
normal coordinates are chosen to eliminate cross terms from
the nuclear Hamiltonian
H ¼ +
a
1
2
Z2
@
2
@Q
2
a
1
1
2
v
2
aQ
2
a
 
; (4)
that governs the motion of the atomic centers of mass.
Vibrational excitation numbers na specify the eigenstates
as direct products
jfngæ ¼ jn1æ5jn2æ5jn3æ5jn4æ5    (5)
of eigenstates for individual oscillators, which have the well-
known properties of the one-dimensional quantum harmonic
oscillator (40,41). We follow a common spectroscopic con-
vention by expressing the angular frequency va ¼ 2pcna of
a normal mode in terms of the inverse free space wavelength
na of a photon with the corresponding energy.
The vibrational contribution to the thermally averaged
MSD
Æx2j æv ¼ Æðkˆ  r~jÞ2æv ¼
1
mj
+
ab
ðkˆ  e~jaÞðkˆ  e~jbÞÆQaQbæT (6)
of atom j along the beam direction kˆ depends on the thermally
averaged expectation values
ÆQaQbæT ¼ +
fnag
pðfngÞÆfngjQaQbjfngæ (7)
of products of normal coordinate operators, weighted by the
probability
pðfngÞ ¼
Y
a
expðnahcna=kBTÞ
+
na
expðnahcna=kBTÞ
2
64
3
75
of each vibrational state at temperature T. The matrix element
ÆfngjQaQbjfngæ ¼ ð2na1 1Þ Z
2va
dab (8)
is easily evaluated using the properties
ÆnajQajnaæ ¼ 0 (9)
and
ÆnajQ2ajnaæ ¼
Z
2va
ð2na1 1Þ (10)
of a one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator (40,41).
The temperature dependence of the resulting expression
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Æx2j æv ¼
1
k2
+
a
ðkˆ  e~jaÞ2 2nðnaÞ1 1½ nR
na
(11)
for the atomic MSD of atom j resulting from substitution into
Eq. 6 results only from the thermally averaged occupation
factor
nðnaÞ ¼ expðhcna=kBTÞ  1½ 1 (12)
of a mode with frequency na: In anticipation of the exper-
imental approach to be used in this article, Eq. 11 introduces
the recoil energy hcnR ¼ Z2k2=2mj of a free nucleus of mass
mj absorbing a photon of energy E¼ Zck. For the 57Fe NRVS
measurements reported below, nR ¼ 15:8 cm1 because the
photon energy Zck scans over a very small range within 100
meV of the nuclear excitation energy E0 ¼ 14.4 keV.
A more compact description of the MSD in terms of the
VDOS
DkðnÞ ¼ +
a
ðkˆ  e~jaÞ2Lðn  naÞ (13)
projected along the direction kˆ of the beam is justiﬁed as long
as the widths of the lineshape functions (normalized asR Lðn  naÞdn ¼ 1) can be neglected relative to the
mode frequency (26). For randomly oriented molecules, as
typical for a solution, orientational averaging yields
Æ kˆ  e~ja
 2
æ ¼ 1
3
e2ja; and the MSD
Æx2j æv ¼
1
3k
2
Z N
0
2nðnÞ1 1½  nR
n
DðnÞdn (14)
depends on the total VDOS
DðnÞ ¼ +
a
e
2
jaLðn  naÞ (15)
for atom j. The factor of 3 reﬂects the normalizationR
DðnÞdn ¼ +ae2ja ¼ 3 of the VDOS (26).
The temperature dependence of the MSD determines the
vibrational contribution to the resilience, which has a well-
deﬁned limiting value at sufﬁciently high temperatures to
justify the approximation kBT  hcn: In this limit, the
thermal factor
2nðnÞ1 1 ¼ 2kBT
hcn
(16)
and thus the MSD
Æx2j æ ¼ kBT
2nR
hck
2
1
3
Z N
0
DðnÞ
n
2 dn (17)
depend linearly on temperature, and the resilience
kr ¼ mjÆv2æ1 (18)
determined by the deﬁnition in Eq. 2 depends on the inverse
mean-square frequency
Æv2æ ¼ 1
3
Z N
0
DðvÞ
v
2 dv (19)
averaged according to the VDOS for atom j.
The high temperature limit (Eq. 17) of the MSD extrapo-
lates to Æx2j æv ¼ 0 in the limit T/ 0. However, the general
expression (Eq. 14) does not vanish, but instead approaches a
ﬁnite value
Æx2j æ0 ¼
nR
k
2
1
3
Z N
0
DðnÞ
n
dn (20)
determined by zero-point motion of the oscillating atom.
Comparison of these two limiting cases quantitatively iden-
tiﬁes the temperature
T
 ¼ hc
2kB
RN
0
n1DðnÞdnRN
0
n
2
DðnÞdn (21)
at which the extrapolated high temperature MSD (Eq. 17)
ﬁrst exceeds the zero-point contribution (Eq. 20). The high
temperature approximation may reasonably be applied for
temperatures T  T*.
As an example, solid lines in Fig. 2 show the temperature-
dependent MSD calculated from Eq. 14 using the experi-
mentally determined VDOS for protein data presented in a
later section. (Markers in Fig. 2 are independently deter-
mined using Eq. 24 below to conﬁrm self-consistency of
the procedure.) The VDOS for Fe(II) cyt c, Fe(III) cyt c, and
deoxyMb yield turnover temperatures T*¼ 41, 38, and 33 K,
respectively, from Eq. 21. As a result, all three curves ap-
proach the limiting high temperature slope of Eq. 17, as in-
dicated by the dashed line, above 100 K. At 300 K, deviations
between Eqs. 14 and 17 are ,2%.
FIGURE 2 Temperature dependence of the vibrational contribution to the
Fe MSD for Fe(II) and Fe(III) cyt c and for deoxyMb, extrapolated from the
Fe VDOS DðnÞ measured at a single temperature using Eq. 14. The error
bars represent the uncertainty in determining the sample temperature and
instrumental background (see the text for details). Dashed lines indicate the
limiting high temperature slopes that determine the vibrational resilience
through Eq. 2. The markers (circle for Fe(II) cyt c, triangle for Fe(III) cyt c,
and square for deoxyMb, respectively) represent the Fe mean-square
displacement at the experimental temperature, with the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer
factor f determined from the integrated area (1f) of S9ðnÞ:
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METHODS
57Fe reconstitution
We prepared 57Fe-reconstituted cyt c by extracting the iron from the heme
and reconstituting the resulting porphyrin cyt cwith 57Fe.We have employed
two different procedures to remove the iron from oxidized native cyt c at low
pH (42). One, adapted from the experiments carried out by Vanderkooi and
Erecinska (43), with minor modiﬁcations of the methods of Robinson and
Kamen (44) and Fisher et al. (45), involves the use of hydroﬂuoric acid. For
the results presented here, we followed an alternate procedure (46), which
uses a solution of ferrous sulfate in hydrochloric acid. This method avoids the
hazards of working with hydroﬂuoric acid and gives a spectroscopically
identical product, but with a smaller yield (42).
Insertion of 57Fe in the resulting porphyrin cyt c took place upon incu-
bation with 57Fe-enriched ferrous acetate in a pH 5 solution at 70C under
strictly anaerobic conditions. We synthesized ferrous acetate according to
methods described by Warburg and Negelein (47), Flatmark and Robinson
(48), Koch (49), and Hardt and Mo¨ller (50). The complete experimental
procedure is described elsewhere (42).
Preparation of 57Fe-enriched myoglobin has been described previously
(51). Brieﬂy, a milder procedure described by Teale (52) allows us to remove
the entire heme, which is not covalently attached to the polypeptide back-
bone. The resulting apoprotein is reconstituted with oxidized 57Fe-enriched
heme (protoporphyrin IX) obtained from Frontier Scientiﬁc (Logan, UT).
Extensive centrifugation of solutions of reconstituted protein in micro-
concentrators (Centricon, Houston, TX) led to ﬁnal concentrations of 5, 8,
and 13 mM for reduced cyt c, oxidized cyt c, and deoxymyoglobin, re-
spectively. Oxidation of cyt c followed addition of a concentrated solution of
potassium ferricyanide to the reduced protein solution resulting from re-
constitution, while deoxyMb was prepared by adding one drop of a deoxy-
genated 1 M solution of sodium dithionite to the concentrated solution of
57Fe-enriched myoglobin. Absorption measurements of the heme Soret band
after quantitative dilution of the concentrated solutions determined the
concentration and also veriﬁed the heme oxidation state.
NRVS measurements and analysis
NRVS measurements were performed at sector 3-ID-D of the Advanced
Photon Source, and data collection and analysis are described in detail
elsewhere (25,53). Brieﬂy, sample cells containing concentrated protein
solutions were maintained at low temperature in a helium ﬂow cryostat. A
polyethylene window on the sample cell and a beryllium dome on the cry-
ostat provided access for a highly monochromatic incident x-ray beam that
could be tuned through the 14.4 keV 57Fe resonance and for collection of the
resulting x-ray emission at 6.4 and 14.4 keV.
Data accumulation was disabled during a time interval containing the
incident x-ray pulse, thus restricting detection to photons resulting from
excitation of the nuclear resonance, which arrive with a delay on the order of
the 141-ns nuclear excited-state lifetime. The resulting delayed signal was
recorded as a function of the incident photon energy E. Enforcement of
Lipkin’s ﬁrst moment sum rule (54,55) yielded a normalized excitation
probability SðnÞ as a function of the energy separation hcn ¼ E E0 from
the recoilless resonance energy E0 ¼ 14.4125 keV. The vibrational contri-
bution S9ðnÞ to the excitation probability results fromweighted subtraction of
an instrumental resolution function determined by recording the nuclear
forward scattering of the beam from an 57Fe foil, for which vibrational
contributions are negligible.
We use the program PHOENIX (56) to ﬁnd the VDOSDðnÞ from the one-
quantum contribution
S1ðnÞ ¼ 1
3
f
nR
n
nðnÞ1 1½ DðnÞ (22)
to the total vibrational signal
S9ðnÞ ¼ S1ðnÞ1 S2ðnÞ1 S3ðnÞ1 . . . (23)
PHOENIX determines S1ðnÞ by implementing the Fourier-log deconvo-
lution algorithm (57), which is applicable to harmonic systems if vibrational
anisotropy can be neglected in the calculation of higher order contributions
(SnðnÞ with n . 1) from S1ðnÞ: The area of the vibrational excitation prob-
ability S9ðnÞ determines the recoilless fraction
f ¼ 1
Z N
N
S9ðnÞdn (24)
and thus the Fe MSD at the experimental temperature according to Eq. 1.
Analysis of experimental data (Fig. 3) indicates that higher order vibra-
tional contributions are small enough that the assumptions involved in the
log-normal procedure do not lead to signiﬁcant uncertainty in determination
of DðnÞ for Fe(III) cyt c. Moreover, results on deoxyMb and Fe(II) cyt c
follow expectations based on assuming a Debye frequency dependence
DðnÞ ¼ an2 (25)
FIGURE 3 The vibrational component S9ðnÞ of the excitation probability
determined for deoxyMb, Fe(II) cyt c, and Fe(III) cyt c. Peaks near 25 cm1
reﬂect a slight excess above the Debye extrapolation from the [–10, 10]
cm1 interval, as described in the text and indicated by the thin line.
One-phonon excitations S91ðnÞ dominate the signal, while two-phonon
contributions S92ðnÞ (asterisks) are much weaker, justifying the neglect of
multiphonon contributions (Eq. 23). Fe(III) cyt c data compromised by
imperfect subtraction of the resolution function are indicated by open
squares and were replaced with points marked by solid circles according to
the Debye extrapolation procedure described in the text.
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at sufﬁciently low frequency. Substitution of Eq. 25 into Eq. 22 and low-
energy expansion of the expression (Eq. 12) for the occupation number
shows that the excitation probability
S9ðnÞ ’ S1ðnÞ ¼ af nR
6
ðn1 n0Þ (26)
depends linearly on frequency for sufﬁciently low frequencies, with the
extrapolated intercept n0 with the negative frequency axis determined by
the sample temperature
T ¼ hcn0
2kB
: (27)
Lines in Fig. 3 follow Eq. 26, with intercepts determined by the experi-
mental temperature according to Eq. 27. A least-squares ﬁt to data in the
[10, 10] cm1 interval determined the slopes for deoxyMb and Fe(II) cyt c.
Comparison with the experimental data shown in the upper panels of Fig. 3
suggest, in agreement with previous work (58), that Eq. 25 is a reasonable
approximation for proteins in this interval. At higher frequencies, density in
excess of the Debye extrapolation appears with a peak near 30 cm1. The
similarity to the Boson peak observed in glasses has been noted (58).
However, it is evident from the lower panel of Fig. 3 that imperfect
subtraction of the recoilless line complicates determination of the vibrational
contributions below 20 cm1 for Fe(III) cyt c. To analyze these results, we
approximate the low frequency region by assuming that the excitation
probability follows the linear Debye extrapolation expressed in Eq. 26. We
further assume that the slope of the extrapolation is the same as that deter-
mined experimentally for Fe(II) cyt c, and use the 68 K experimental tem-
perature to ﬁx the intercept n0 according to Eq. 27. We then replace points in
the [8.6, 9.5] cm1 interval with values calculated from Eq. 26 and invert
Eq. 22 to determine the VDOSDðnÞ from the corrected excitation probability
S9ðnÞ; as well as the corresponding Fe MSD (Eq. 14) and resilience (Eq. 18).
To avoid underestimating the recoilless fraction f in Eq. 22, we adjusted
negative energy values to satisfy the detailed balance condition SðnÞ ¼
SðnÞexp½hcn=kBT for the purpose of calculating the integral in Eq. 24.
MD simulations
The computational protocol follows closely that developed by Zhang et al.
(59) and Bu and Straub (60,61). The horse heart cyt c (or sperm whale
myoglobin) molecule and solvent water were introduced into a 71.07 3
71.07 3 54.55 A˚3 (71.19 3 71.19 3 54.96 A˚3) rectangular box and simu-
lated using the CHARMM program (62). The initial conﬁguration of the
horse heart cyt c protein was taken from the Protein Data Bank to be the x-ray
crystal structure at the oxidized form (PDB ID: 1HRC) (63). This structure is
an oxidized form of cyt c, but it is also the highest resolution x-ray crystal
structure for horse heart cyt c in the PDB. Because the difference between
structures of the reduced and oxidized forms of cyt c is close to the limit of
resolution of x-ray and NMRmethods, we take 1HRC as our initial structure
for both the oxidized and the reduced form of cyt c, then we use oxidized
[Fe(III)] or reduced [Fe(II)] heme parameters in the CHARMM force ﬁeld
(64) to equilibrate the structure. The atom point charges of oxidized heme are
taken from ab initio calculations (65). Partial charges used for both Fe(II) and
Fe(III) heme are included as Supplementary Material, Data S1 and Data S2,
respectively. The initial conﬁguration of carbonmonoxy myoglobin was
directly taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 1MBC) (66), and de-
oxyMb was prepared by removing the carbon monoxide ligand. Upon this
modiﬁcation, the heme becomes pentacoordinated and the iron atom moves
out of the porphyrin plane by roughly 0.3 A˚ (67,68). The recently reﬁned
pentacoordinate heme parameters (69) were used to describe this domed
heme structure. The initial conﬁguration of the systems, including protein,
heme, and solvent, was equilibrated at room temperature as part of a previous
study (59–61). The all-hydrogen parameter set (Ver. 22) of the CHARMM
force ﬁeld (64) was used.
The equilibrium state of the protein in solution at room temperature was
gradually cooled to 250 K, 200 K, 150 K, 100 K, 50 K, and 20 K, respec-
tively. Subsequently, 20 ps of constant temperature molecular dynamics was
run in which the temperature was checked every 0.2 ps for the ﬁrst 10 ps and
every 2.0 ps for the remaining 10 ps. The velocities were randomly re-
sampled according to the Maxwell distribution to maintain a constant tem-
perature. During the last 10-ps interval, the average temperature remained
within a 5 Kwindow and there was no need to resample the atomic velocities.
At this point, it was assumed that an equilibrium state had been reached. The
molecular dynamics employed the Verlet algorithm, which is time-reversible
and symplectic (70–72), with a time step of 1 fs. Nonbonded terms in the
potential were truncated using a group switching function extending from 9.5
to 11.5 A˚. Molecular dynamics trajectories were then run for 60 ps at constant
energy and volume for each temperature to simulate the dynamics in a frozen
solution. Snapshots were saved every 10 steps.
Following a similar protocol, constant temperature and pressure trajec-
tories were generated for each protein solution at 300 K. For each 60 ps
trajectory, snapshots were saved every 10 fs.
Mean-squared displacements
In this subsection, we focus on the information about the heme dynamics,
speciﬁcally the temperature dependence of the iron mean-squared dis-
placement, as derived from computational and experimental results. The
computational values result from calculating the Fe MSD by averaging over
three 20-ps sections from each 60-ps trajectory and further averaging over the
10-trajectory ensemble.
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy may be used to measure the values of the elec-
tron density, the electric ﬁeld gradient, and magnetic ﬁeld of the iron atom in
heme proteins, which can provide information about the symmetry and
strength of the covalent bonds with the iron atom. (33,73–82) Previously
published investigations (22,32,83–85) also usedMo¨ssbauer spectroscopy to
determine the Fe MSD
Æx2æt ¼ ðln f Þ=k2 ¼ lnA=k21 ln c=k2 (28)
of the 57Fe atom as a function of temperature from the observed spectral area
A ¼ cf, which is proportional to the recoilless fraction f (Eq. 1). The vertical
offset provided by the unknown proportionality constant c is adjusted to
ensure that MSD values in a chosen temperature range extrapolate to Æx2æt ¼
0 when T / 0, as expected for a harmonic system (see Eq. 17 and
accompanying discussion).
The resulting MSD values embody the assumption implicit in Eq. 1 that
the Fe displacement has a Gaussian distribution, as expected for vibrational
motion. The spectroscopic properties of the 57Fe transition at E0¼ 14.4 keV
provide suitable sensitivity to the length- and timescales of vibrational mo-
tions. The photon energy E0 ¼ Zck establishes a length scale k1 ¼ 13.7 pm
that is comparable to the magnitude of Fe vibrational motion on picosecond
timescales. The MSD values determined using Eq. 28 represent an average
over the t ¼ 141 ns lifetime of the 57Fe nuclear excited state, which includes
vibrational motion but may also include motions on longer timescales.
57Fe NRVS measurements provide two means of characterizing the Fe
MSD. The vibrational contribution S9ðnÞ to the excitation probability has an
integrated area equal to 1f (42). This directly determines values 0.79, 0.81,
and 0.84 for the recoilless fractions f of Fe(II) cyt c, Fe(III) cyt c, and de-
oxyMb at the temperatures of the measurements. Through Eq. 28, this yields
the MSD values plotted as individual points in Fig. 2.
Through the uncertainty principle, the energy resolution determines the
timescale of motions that contribute to the NRVS measurements and thus to
the resulting MSD values, with a 1 meV energy resolution corresponding to
vibrations having periods 4 ps or shorter. Previous measurements show that
MSD values determined from Mo¨ssbauer and from NRVS begin to deviate
above ;200 K, which was attributed to the activation of additional Fe mo-
tions on longer timescales above this temperature (58).
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TheVDOS determined from the measured excitation probability yields an
estimate of the vibrational contribution to the MSD over the entire temper-
ature range through Eq. 14. Fig. 2 shows that temperature-dependent values
calculated in this way are consistent with the values determined from the
excitation probability at the experimental temperature.
Let us consider sources of experimental uncertainty other than the central
peak subtraction (whose effect is visible in Fig. 3). Random errors due to
counting statistics contribute negligibly to the uncertainty in the vibrational
MSD Æx2æv, representing only 2% of Æx2æv for Fe(II) cyt c and 1.7% of Æx2æv for
Fe(III) cyt c. The values chosen for the sample temperature and for the signal
background entered into PHOENIX contribute more strongly to the exper-
imental uncertainty.
Any temperature in a certain interval can be chosen to satisfy the con-
sistency checks employed by PHOENIX (56). For example, temperatures
chosen anywhere between 82 K and 95 K for Fe(II) cyt c satisfy detailed
balance between Stokes and anti-Stokes signals within the experimental
uncertainty. These temperature variations lead to corresponding variations
d DðnÞ in the low frequency region of DðnÞ and therefore to different values
for Æx2æv. This temperature uncertainty is the primary systematic error con-
tributing to the error bars in Fig. 2.
Detector noise or synchrotron timing errors contribute a weak energy-
independent background B that is subtracted from the experimental signal to
yield the pure nuclear resonance contribution, and there is some uncertainty
in determining this background as well. We estimate this contribution from
the signal level at high frequencies where there is no evidence of vibrational
signals. Analysis of the experimental NRVS signal for frequencies higher
than 528 cm1 for oxidized cyt c (520 cm1 for reduced) yields background
levelsB¼ 4.096 0.27 counts for Fe(III) andB¼ 2.726 0.19 counts for Fe(II)
cyt c. The effect of these uncertainties on the Fe MSD, calculated from the
VDOS using these variations in the background level input into PHOENIX,
is less signiﬁcant than for the temperature uncertainty. For example, for Fe(II)
cyt c, Æx2æv ¼ 43:76 0:7 pm2 at the 87 K experimental temperature, based on
the background uncertainty alone.
RESULTS
NRVS measurements were recorded at 87 K for Fe(II) cyt c
and at 68 K for Fe(III) cyt c. Application of the analysis
outlined in a previous section to these data, as well as to data
previously recorded for deoxyMb (51), yielded the vibra-
tional densities of states displayed in Fig. 4. The maximum
near 30 cm1 in deoxyMb was attributed to translation of
the heme in response to global oscillations of the protein,
rather than intraheme vibrations that dominate the Fe
VDOS at higher frequencies (51). This feature is noticeably
suppressed for cyt c. However, the oxidation state of cyt c
has little inﬂuence on the Fe VDOS observed for cyt c in
the 20–100 cm1 range. Vibrational changes among the
three proteins are more apparent at frequencies above 200
cm1.
Fig. 2 reveals the temperature dependence of the vibra-
tional contributions Æx2æv to the ironMSD, as predicted on the
basis of the experimental VDOS. These MSD values are
consistent with those determined from the excitation proba-
bility SðnÞ at the experimental temperature. The slopes are
signiﬁcantly smaller for both reduced and oxidized cyt c than
for the ﬁve-coordinate deoxyMb. Inspection of Fig. 4 sug-
gests that the stronger T dependence results from an increased
Fe VDOS for deoxyMbwith respect to cyt c below 100 cm1,
consistent with Eqs. 14 and 17.
To identify the frequencies that contribute most signiﬁ-
cantly to Æx2æv, we plot the quantities DðnÞ=n and DðnÞ=n2 as
functions of frequency (Fig. 5). Modes below 100 cm1
constitute 87% of the integrated area ofDðnÞ=n2 for Fe(II) cyt
c, 88% for Fe(III) cyt c, and 89% for deoxyMb. Therefore,
the low frequency vibrations dominate the high temperature
behavior of the Fe mean-square displacement according to
Eq. 17. However, modes below 100 cm1 constitute only
45% of the integrated area ofDðnÞ=n for Fe(II) cyt c, 48% for
Fe(III) cyt c, and 49% for deoxyMb, indicating that the full
spectrum of observed frequencies contributes to the zero-
point motion of Fe (Eq. 20). Although vibrations with fre-
quencies above 200 cm1 dominate the observed vibrational
density of states (Fig. 4), they contribute minimally to the
mean-squared displacement of the iron at high temperature
and will not be discussed further here.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the Æx2æv values
forFe(II) andFe(III) cyt c, derived fromthemoleculardynamics
simulation results, together with simulated data for deoxyMb
and MbCO calculated using a similar molecular dynamics
method. Below 200 K, the simulations reveal qualitative
trends in the temperature dependence of the Fe MSD similar
to those determined from the experimental density of states
(Fig. 2). The Fe MSD displays equivalent temperature vari-
FIGURE 4 Experimentally determined VDOS for deoxyMb, Fe(II) cyt c,
and Fe(III) cyt c over the full experimental frequency range (upper panel),
and expanded to highlight frequencies below 100 cm1 (lower panel). The
cyt cVDOS is insensitive to oxidation state over the [20, 100] cm1 interval,
but the larger area in the deoxyMb spectrum in the latter region with respect
to cyt c leads to a signiﬁcantly larger Fe MSD at all temperatures (Fig. 2) and
a lower resilience (Table 1).
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ation for the two oxidation states of cyt c, but increases sig-
niﬁcantly more rapidly with temperature for deoxyMb. In all
cases, the FeMSD increases rapidly above 200 K, as does the
MSD of the heme, displayed as an inset to Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 compares the MSD prediction based on the exper-
imental VDOS for horse Fe(II) and Fe(III) cyt c with experi-
mental MSD values previously determined on the basis of
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy for a sample containing a mixture of
Fe(II) and Fe(III) M. capsulatus cyt c (22). The authors es-
timated the absolute MSD values by adjusting the additive
constant c in Eq. 28 so that a linear extrapolation of points in
the 100–200 K temperature range to T ¼ 0 yields Æx2æ ¼ 0
(markers in Fig. 7). Above 200 K, the MSD values increase
more rapidly, which is attributed to protein-speciﬁc motions
(86) which occur on a timescale longer than 4 ps (1).
At lower temperatures, the MSD values increase almost
linearly with temperature. Fig. 7 reveals quantitative agree-
ment between the Fe MSD values derived from the experi-
mental VDOS for horse Fe(III) cyt c and experimentally
derived values reported for M. capsulatus Fe(III) cyt c. In
contrast, the Fe MSD values derived from NRVS measure-
ments for horse Fe(II) cyt c signiﬁcantly exceed experimen-
tally derived values reported for M. capsulatus Fe(II) cyt c.
The slope of MSD as a function of temperature derived from
the Mo¨ssbauer measurements is larger for Fe(III) cyt c than
for the reduced protein by a factor of ;1.75.
Figs. 8–10 depict the MSD found for heme heavy atoms
and for protein backbone atoms of cyt c andMb, respectively,
in simulations performed at six different temperatures. The
MSD of other atoms also increase with temperature, quali-
tatively similar to the behavior predicted for the Fe atom.
Above 200 K, the MSD of the backbone and heme peripheral
atoms appear to be slightly larger than for the iron and the
FIGURE 5 NRVS data for cyt c (solid) and deoxyMb (shaded) shown in
terms of DðnÞ=n and DðnÞ=n2; respectively, to emphasize the vibrational
modes that primarily contribute to the low and high temperature limiting
values for the Fe MSD, as determined by Eqs. 20 and 17, respectively.
FIGURE 6 The simulated Fe MSD displays equivalent temperature var-
iation for the two oxidation states of cyt c, but increases signiﬁcantly more
rapidly with temperature for deoxyMb and MbCO. Symbols represent the
simulated Fe MSD for Fe(III) cyt c, Fe(II) cyt c, deoxyMb, and MbCO as a
function of temperature. Slopes of least-square ﬁtted solid lines determine
the resilience values given in Table 1 according to Eq. 2. The inset displays
the average MSD of the Fe and the 24 core atoms of the heme for the same
four proteins.
FIGURE 7 The Fe MSD of Fe(II) and Fe(III) cyt c as a function of
temperature, as determined from the experimental VDOS (lines) and from
Mo¨ssbauer experiments (markers). MSD values predicted from NRVS
measurements on horse cyt c reported here are reproduced from Fig. 2.
MSD values determined from Mo¨ssbauer measurements on M. capsulatus
cyt c are obtained from Frolov et al. (22). There is nearly quantitative
agreement for Fe(III) cyt c, but the Mo¨ssbauer results showMSD differences
between oxidized and reduced cyt c substantially larger than those extra-
polated from NRVS results.
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24-atom heme core. In all cases, however, we observe no
signiﬁcant difference between the ﬂuctuations of the reduced
and oxidized forms of cyt c.
DISCUSSION
Resilience of the Fe environment
The resilience of the Fe environment deﬁned in terms of the
temperature variation of the Fe MSD according to Eq. 2
provides a convenient and intuitive basis for quantitative
comparisons. Table 1 lists values of the resilience determined
from NRVS measurements, from MD simulations, and from
Mo¨ssbauer measurements.
The three independent determinations in Table 1 agree
quantitatively for Fe(III) cyt c. However, discrepancies
among the different methods exceed the estimated uncer-
tainty for Fe(II) cyt c and for deoxyMb. Later sections will
consider sources of systematic error that may account for
differences in the absolute values determined experimentally
for the resilience. Nevertheless, the results suggest that the
CHARMM potential function is reasonably successful at
reproducing the primary contributions to thermal displace-
ments of the Fe at cryogenic temperatures. This contrasts
with the reported difﬁculty at reproducing Fe vibrations
above 100 cm1 (87), which are likely to depend strongly on
details of the CHARMM heme potential.
The concept of resilience was originally introduced (6) in
the context of neutron scattering measurements, where ex-
perimental MSD values are averaged over a large number of
atoms, with the primary contribution from hydrogens. Simu-
lations suggest that theMSD, and thus the resilience, may vary
from site to site within the protein (Figs. 9 and 10). As a result,
experimental comparison of the resilience of the hydrogen
sites with that of a speciﬁc atom at the active site carries some
interest. Temperature-dependent neutron scattering data are
not available for cyt c, but measurements on myoglobin below
200 K yield a value kr ’ 8 pN/pm for the average resilience of
the hydrogen sites (27) that is signiﬁcantly lower than the
experimental values determined for the Fe site, as listed in
Table 1. This indicates that the active site resilience may be
larger than that of the average protein site.
This atom-speciﬁc resilience reﬂects differences between
the Fe-weighted VDOS derived from NRVS measurements
and the hydrogen-weighted VDOS determined from inelastic
neutron scattering measurements. In particular, the Fe VDOS
ofMb decreases above;30 cm1 (Fig. 4), while the reported
H VDOS continues to increase monotonically up to 70 cm1
(88). Quantitative comparison reveals that the H and Fe
VDOS already begin to separate above 15 cm1 (Fig. 12 in
(58)). This difference between H and Fe sites was not ap-
parent upon qualitative comparison of the experimental
NRVS and inelastic neutron scattering signals (51), which
both show maxima near 25 cm1.
FIGURE 8 The MSD of heme heavy atoms (excluding
hydrogen atoms) for Fe(II) cyt c, Fe(III) cyt c, deoxyMb,
and MbCO, as predicted from MD simulations at variable
temperature. With increasing temperature, the MSD also
increases, but no signiﬁcant difference between the MSD
of heme heavy atoms in Fe(II) cyt c and Fe(III) cyt c is
observed. Atom numbering follows the CHARMM residue
topology ﬁle for the heme, with atoms numbered 1–25
corresponding to the iron and the 24 atoms of the heme
core, respectively, and larger numbers referring to atoms of
the peripheral groups.
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Vibrational contributions to the resilience
The MSD dependence on temperature extrapolated from the
experimental Fe VDOS measured at a single temperature is
nearly linear above 50 K (Fig. 2). Fe MSD values determined
from Mo¨ssbauer measurements also vary linearly with tem-
perature up to 200K (22) (Fig. 7). For Fe(III) cyt c, consistency
of the pure vibrational extrapolation with independent ex-
perimental and computational determinations directly con-
ﬁrms long-standing assumptions (3) that vibrational motion
dominates the Fe MSD below 200 K, and further elucidates
the nature of these vibrations. The lower panel of Fig. 5 dis-
plays the integrand of Eq. 17 and demonstrates that low fre-
quency vibrations largely determine the temperature variation
of the MSD. For the proteins measured here, we ﬁnd that
frequencies below 100 cm1 account for 87–89% of the total
area of the quantity DjðnÞ=n2:We have previously suggested
that net translation of the heme makes the primary contribu-
tion to the Fe vibrational signal in this frequency region (51).
This is consistentwith simulated dynamics,which ﬁnd similar
MSD values for the Fe atom and for the 24 core atoms of the
heme (Fig. 8). Comparison of the three curves in the lower
panel of Fig. 5 indicates that these motions are crucial deter-
minants of variations in the resilience of the Fe site.
Mo¨ssbauer and neutron scattering measurements (22,
89,90) reveal that the resilience of both Fe sites (3,4) and
H sites (5,6) decrease by as much as an order of magnitude
above 200 K, where additional motions are activated. Pre-
vious results indicate that most of the additional Fe motion at
high temperatures does not contribute to the NRVS signal and
must take place on timescales slower than the 4 ps vibrational
period corresponding to the 1 meV spectral resolution (58).
Apparently, the Fe atom does not participate signiﬁcantly in
atomic motions responsible for the increased dielectric re-
sponse on THz timescales observed above 200 K (91).
The simulations also reveal two distinct temperature re-
gimes. In the low temperature regime (,200 K), the simu-
lated MSD increases linearly with temperature for both
reduced and oxidized forms of cyt c. In the high temperature
regime (.200 K), the Æx2æ values begin to deviate from this
linear behavior (Fig. 6). This phenomenon has been studied
in previous computational investigations of proteins (92–94).
These results reinforce the accepted interpretation of this
dynamical transition, in which two terms are considered to
contribute to the total MSD
Æx2æ ¼ Æx2æv1 Æx2æt: (29)
The contribution Æx2æv results from quasiharmonic vibrational
motion and is present at all temperatures. Additional contri-
butions, Æx2æt, result from protein-speciﬁc motions caused by
thermally activated transitions of the protein between con-
formational substates, and only appear at high temperatures.
This transition has often been interpreted in terms of a glass
transition that occurs at a transition temperature Tc. However,
existing computer simulations are too short to explore any
FIGURE 9 Simulated MSD for all protein backbone
atoms for Fe(II) cyt c and Fe(III) cyt c. The MSD increases
with increasing temperature, but there is no signiﬁcant dif-
ference between the MSD of backbone atoms in Fe(II) cyt c
and Fe(III) cyt c.
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dynamical transition similar to transitions in glass-forming
liquids (95).
Inﬂuence of thioether bridges
All theoretical and experimental methods ﬁnd a larger resil-
ience for the Fe site in cyt c than in deoxyMb (Table 1). This
most likely reﬂects the altered heme-protein connectivity in
cyt c. Apparently, the three additional linkages between the
heme and the rest of the protein (the Fe-S(Met-80) bond and
the two thioether links of Cys-14 and Cys-17 to the heme
vinyl groups) restrict the mobility of the cyt c heme with
respect to deoxyMb. These constraints on the heme reduce
the magnitude of the ﬂuctuations of the central iron atom at a
given temperature.
Qualitatively similar results are observed in NRVS mea-
surements on cytochrome f (96), which also has thioether
bridges covalently linking its heme to the protein. In this case,
as well, the Fe VDOS is signiﬁcantly reduced in comparison
with deoxyMb at ,40 cm1, as can be seen directly by
comparing the lower panel of Fig. 4 to Fig. 6 in Adams et al.
(96).
Mean force constants reported by Adams et al. (96), fol-
lowing analytical results by Lipkin (54), are proportional to
the second moment Æv2æ of the VDOS, and thus are insen-
sitive to this low frequency region. The resilience is a distinct
quantity determined by the inverse second moment Æv2æ of
the VDOS according to Eq. 18 and, as noted in the previous
section, is dominated by frequencies below 100 cm1.
Inﬂuence of oxidation
We have devoted particular attention to the possibility that
the resilience of the Fe environment depends on oxidation
state, motivated by previous investigations of the inﬂuence of
oxidation state on the structure and dynamics of cyt c.
Equilibrium structures of reduced and oxidized cyt c show
minimal differences, either in the crystalline phase (16,17,63,
97–99) or in solution (18,19,100–102). Crystal structures are
available only for the oxidized state of horse cyt c (63,99),
and the signiﬁcance of small structural differences between
FIGURE 10 Simulated MSD for all protein backbone
atoms for deoxyMb and MbCO. The MSD increases with
increasing temperature, but there is no signiﬁcant difference
between the MSD of backbone atoms in deoxyMb and
MbCO.
TABLE 1 Resilience determined for the Fe environment
in heme proteins
Resilience
(pN/pm) Fe(II) cyt c Fe(III) cyt c deoxyMb MbCO
Mo¨ssbauer 50 27 20
NRVS 32.6(11.6/1.5) 28.3 20.9(11.5/1.1)
Simulations 24.1 6 0.4 27.2 6 0.3 16.6 6 0.7 16.8 6 0.2
Values were determined from NRVS and MD simulations as described in
the text. Temperature-dependent MSD values determined from Mo¨ssbauer
results, as reported in Frolov et al. (22) for Fe(II) cyt c and Fe(III) cyt c
(reproduced in Fig. 7) and in Achterhold et al. (58) for deoxyMb, determine
additional values for resilience according to Eq. 2.
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oxidized and reduced tuna cyt c (97,98) is unclear because
they crystallize in different lattices. However, the root mean-
square (RMS) displacement between backbone atoms is only
30 pm between oxidized and reduced structures of a mito-
chondrial cyt c from yeast in isomorphous crystals (17).
Structures of horse cyt c in solution derived from NMR
measurements reveal a slightly larger 140 pm RMS deviation
between backbone atoms in oxidized and reduced states
(18,19).
Early small angle x-ray scattering studies were interpreted
as evidence for an increased radius of gyration for the oxi-
dized state in low ionic strength solution (103). However,
more recent analysis of x-ray scattering from cyt c solutions
attributed differences in the small angle signal to interparticle
interactions, which are screened more effectively at higher
ionic strength (104). Consistent with this result, a crystal
structure of oxidized cyt c at low ionic strength (99) resem-
bles that determined at high salt concentration.
In contrast to the small structural changes, numerous
studies ﬁnd increased chemical reactivity of cyt c upon oxi-
dation, which is often attributed to an increase in ‘‘ﬂexibility’’
(20) . Physical investigations have not reached a consensus on
the dynamical processes contributing to the increased ‘‘ﬂex-
ibility’’ of the oxidized state. Early neutron scattering mea-
surements recorded for both Fe(II) and Fe(III) cyt c showed no
signiﬁcant differences, leading to the conclusion (105) that
oxidation had little effect on the dynamics of cyt c, at least on
the timescales probed by these measurements (105).
More recent measurements have revived interest in pos-
sible dynamical changes upon oxidation. Frolov et al. (22)
studied the dynamics of a bacterial cyt c using Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy. They measured the dependence of the iron
MSD on temperature and found that the slope in the oxidized
state was signiﬁcantly higher than in the reduced state (see
the previous subsection as well as Fig. 7). Chen et al. (23)
used THz spectroscopy to probe the dielectric response of
bovine cyt c, reporting an increase in the absorption coefﬁ-
cient in Fe(III) cyt c by 70–100% with respect to Fe(II) cyt c
at ambient temperature. On the other hand, Chin et al. (24)
monitored the C-D stretching frequency of the selectively
deuterated Met-80 heme ligand in Fe(II) and Fe(III) cyt c.
Their results suggest that heme dynamics is not affected by
changes in the oxidation state. In more recent results from this
group (106), they report the incorporation of carbon-deute-
rium bonds throughout cyt c and characterize their absorption
frequencies and linewidths using IR spectroscopy. Analysis
of these data indicates the presence of locally unfolded re-
gions in the oxidized protein.
The NRVS and MD results presented here yield temper-
ature-dependent MSD values that compare quantitatively
with the results reported by Frolov et al. for Fe(III) cyt c (Fig. 7)
(22). On the other hand, we ﬁnd that the oxidation state has
much less inﬂuence on the temperature-dependent MSD
(expressed in terms of resilience in Table 1) than reported for
the Mo¨ssbauer measurements. MSD and resilience values
determined for Fe(II) cyt c using both NRVS experiments
andMD simulations exceed those determined fromMo¨ssbauer
experiments for all temperatures below 230 K. In the simu-
lations, the dynamics of other atoms also appear independent
of oxidation state (Fig. 8).
Although theMo¨ssbauer measurements were carried out in
lower ionic strength solutions (5 mM phosphate, pH 7.4) than
the NRVS measurements (0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4),
this is unlikely to account for the observed discrepancy.
Signiﬁcant structural differences are not observed for horse
cyt c crystals grown at differing ionic strengths (63,99).
The Mo¨ssbauer measurements were performed on cyt c
obtained from a bacterial source (Methylococcus capsulatus),
and it is conceivable that the prokaryotic protein exhibits
different dynamical behavior that would account for the ap-
parent discrepancy with the results reported here. We have
identiﬁed a 129-amino-acid coding sequence from the
M. capsulatus genome (107) that aligns with the four heme-
binding residues of the 104-amino-acid sequence of horse
heart cyt c (Table 2). However, the modest overall sequence
similarity, together with an additional N-terminal segment,
might lead to distinct dynamical properties.
In the THz study cited above (23), the authors attribute the
increased absorption coefﬁcient in bovine Fe(III) cyt c with
respect to Fe(III) cyt c to an increase in vibrational mode
TABLE 2 CLUSTAL W multiple sequence alignment for cytochromes c
spjXP_583465j CYC_COW ------------------------MGDVEKGKKIFVQKCAQCHTVEKGGKHKT 29
spjP00004j CYC_HORSE --------------------------GDVEKGKKIFVQKCAQCHTVEKGGKHKT 28
spjAAU92773j CYC_BATH MNVRRFLDLGCGVVLALAAGAAYAGDVAAG-KTKYERCVECHGRGEGDAAPN 51
. *** * * ::*.:** :*. .
spjXP_583465j CYC_COW GPNLHGLFGRKTGQAPG-FSYTDANKNKGITWGEETLMEYLENPKKYIPGTK 79
spjP00004j CYC_HORSE GPNLHGLFGRKTGQAPG-FTYTDANKNKGITWKEETLMEYLENPKKYIPGTK 78
spjAAU92773j CYC_BATH VPSLAGKDSNYIRRVLNTYKRCRPDDWLPPCGGSEERIQPFGWEHRSKDGDS 103
. *.* * .. :. . :. .:. .* :: : :: * .
spjXP_583465j CYC_COW M-IFAGIKKKGEREDLIAYLKKATNE 105
spjP00004jCYC_HORSE M-IFAGIKKKTEREDLIAYLKKATNE 104
spjAAU92773jCYC_BATH MREIASELSDTDIDDLAAYIATFRKP 129
. * :*. .. : :** **: . :
Top, middle, and bottom rows list sequences from cow, horse, and M. capsulatus, respectively. Note alignment of the amino acids that covalently bind the
heme: Cys-14, Cys-17, His-18, and Met-80 in the sequence from horse.
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density below 80 cm1. In contrast, we ﬁnd the Fe VDOS of
oxidized and reduced cyt c to be indistinguishable below 80
cm1 (Figs. 2 and 7). Furthermore, the amino acid sequence
of cyt c from horse differs from cow at only three positions
(Table 2) (108). Thus, the differences observed in this fre-
quency region in THz experiments must be attributed to
motions taking place in regions distant from the heme. One
possibility is that surface residues and hydration water con-
tribute disproportionately to the polarizability in this fre-
quency region. Recent data published by Sagle et al. (106)
suggest that parts of cyt c exist in dynamic equilibrium with
locally unfolded states and that, for some residues, the degree
of unfolding depends on the protein’s oxidation state.
Compressibility
Fluctuations of the system volume determine the isothermal
bulk compressibility
bT ¼
dV
2
kBTV
; (30)
an additional mechanical property of interest (109). Molec-
ular dynamics simulations at constant pressure and temper-
ature yield the RMS volume ﬂuctuation dV. Tables 3 and 4
summarize the volume V, dV, and the calculated isothermal
compressibility for the whole system and for the protein,
respectively, resulting from our simulations at atmospheric
pressure and T ¼ 300 K. The Voronoi volumes for protein
and heme were used as the protein volume, which was
calculated using the program Code-Mbg (110,111). The
calculated isothermal compressibility for the entire protein
solution system is very close to the experimentally measured
value of 0.45 GPa1 for bulk water (112), indicating the
dominant contribution of the solvent.
Experimental investigations have estimated intrinsic
compressibilities in the 0.10–0.25 GPa1 range for a number
of proteins (113). Based on measured densities and sound
velocities in cyt c solutions, and making assumptions re-
garding the relative contributions of bulk water, hydration
water, and protein, Eden et al. (114) estimated that the oxi-
dized protein had a 67% higher adiabatic compressibility
than the reduced protein. However, this factor was deter-
mined to be just 2% in a later study (115). It can be difﬁcult to
distinguish the relative contributions of protein and solvent to
bulk properties such as bT (22). However, we ﬁnd no sig-
niﬁcant inﬂuence of the protein oxidation state on the com-
pressibility of the concentrated protein/solvent systems
simulated here.
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental and computational approaches utilized
here reveal a consistent picture of how protein structure af-
fects the mechanical properties of the heme environment.
Below 200 K, vibrational motion in the THz region (n& 100
cm1) forms the primary contribution to the Fe MSD.
Translation of the heme core is likely to dominate this mo-
tion. The Fe oxidation state has little inﬂuence on the resil-
ience of the Fe environment in horse cyt c. However, the
additional covalent connections between the heme and the
protein enhance the local resilience in cyt c as compared with
the more loosely bound heme in Mb.
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